FIRST WORLD WAR NATIONAL REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE
AND RATION BOOKS
In connection with the centenary of the end of the First World War on Sunday
11 November 2018, here are some examples of documents from that time.
Certificate – National Registration Act 1915
A registration certificate for Emmeline Bon, issued in Kingston-upon-Hull and
date stamped 27 October 1918.

Ministry of Food National Ration Books
There follow selected pages from three ration books, issued in Crewe on 15 October
1918, made out to:




William H Woodhall
Elsie Woodhall
Hilda Woodhall

all resident at 56 Hungerford Road, Crewe.
There are some interesting distinctions between the three documents:


William‟s ration book has fawn covers with black print and the serial number
in red.



Elsie‟s book has fawn covers but red print, with the serial number in black.



Hilda‟s book has a green front cover with black print, and the serial number
is in red.

NB: While the back covers of William’s and Elsie’s books have been shown as originally
printed, the back cover of Hilda’s book has here been displayed ‘upside down’ so that
the ‘Names of Retailers’ can be easily read. One of the explanatory notes on the front
cover – note 2 – makes it clear that the back cover, which includes the Reference Leaf
on its inner side, is purposely printed upside down.
British bureaucracy works in mysterious ways!
There are differences as well as similarities in the content of the ration books. For
example, on the back of each page of coupons (ie the left side as shown in the
following examples) are printed Government sponsored information messages,
many of which are the same in each book, but some of which differ - for example:




in the adult books there is an exhortation to “Join a War Savings Association”
which does not appear in the child‟s version
in Elsie‟s book is a message that “War Savings Certificates Are The Best
Bargain – 20s for 15s 6d”1 which does not appear in the other two
in William‟s book only is an information notice about “War Disabled Men”

In terms of similarities, all three contain coupons for the categories of food listed on
the following pages. To distinguish which book each example has been taken from:




(W) denotes William
(E) denotes Elsie
(H) denotes Hilda

It is also worth noting that on all pages of Hilda‟s book the coupons are marked as
„Child‟s‟, while William‟s and Elsie‟s books do not have any similar annotation as adults.

1

In decimal currency this would be “£1 for 77.5p”.

Meat (E)

It is interesting to note that there were four pages of Meat coupons for both William
and Elsie, as adults, but only two pages of Meat coupons for Hilda, as a child.
Lard (W)

Both adults and child had one page of Lard coupons.

Butter/Margarine (H)

Both adults and child had one page of Butter/Margarine coupons.
Sugar (E)

Each had one page of Sugar coupons.

Spare (H)

All three books have one page of Spare coupons (the above example is from Hilda‟s
book and therefore shows as Spare – Child’s). Apparently the introduction of a
National Rationing scheme replaced all previous local arrangements, but the relevant
local Committees could still ration other food stuffs if they deemed it necessary in their
area. In such cases the Spare coupons would be used for the designated items.
Jam (E)
There is an interesting difference between Elsie‟s book and that of William‟s and
Hilda‟s, in that she is the only one to have any coupons for Jam.
One can‟t help wondering at a thought process that appears to assume that during
wartime women still needed jam while men and children didn‟t...!

Reference Leaf
At or near the back, all three books contain the Reference Leaf giving the name and
address of the holder and the serial number of the book.

The example above is taken from William‟s book, but it is interesting to note that
Hilda‟s version is distinguished by the addition of the word „Child‟ in the triangle in the
top right corner.
Please note that the image above has been turned upside down so that the Reference
Leaf can be easily read – in actuality the inside back cover of the book shown above
left would be the page that is ‘the right way up’ when the book was being handled in
the normal course of events.
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